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1. Student

1.1 Updated Calculated Class Code in Tables for Global Campus

Areas Affected:
Table(s): T_STUDENT_TERM
T_RS_STUDENT

Case Number: 20081028_104

Description: Decision Support updated the Calculated Class Code logic to accommodate the new Global Campus codes of 1Y and 1W. The update corrected the tables listed above.

1.2 Updated College/Department Codes in Multiple Tables

Areas Affected:
Table(s): T_STUDENT_ATTR
T_STUDENT_CHRT
T_STUDENT_CRS_REG_ARCHV

Case Number: 20070823_830

Description: Decision Support updated the logic for college and department codes in the tables listed above. The update allows users to access transfer student data reflective of the current college for the term.

1.3 Changed Mapping Logic and Update Script to Table

Areas Affected:
Table(s): T_VISA_HIST

Case Number: 20061026_175

Description: Decision Support changed the mapping process and updated the script to correct rows that were being (re)expired when a change occurred to Banner. This update properly expires current rows and does not affect older history rows.

1.4 Added Two Rows to Table and Dropped a Column

Areas Affected:
Universe(s): EDW-STU Recruiting and Admissions
Table(s): T_INST_CONTACT_HIST
Column(s): INST_CONTACT_SEQ_NBR

Case Number: 20080701_411

Description: Decision Support dropped the derived column listed above due to the erroneous data from the table listed above. Decision Support also added two missing rows to the same table.
1.5 Data Quality and Logic Improvements on Table
Areas Affected:
Table(s): T_INST_CONTACT_HIST
Column(s): INST_CONTACT_SEQ_NBR

Case Number: 20081216_320
Description: Decision Support updated the mapping logic for the table listed above to meet the load standards for maximum data quality.

1.6 Added Advisor Email and NetID to the Registration Complete View & Universe
Areas Affected:
Universe(s): EDW-STU Registration Complete
Table(s): T_STUDENT_ADVSR
Column(s): ADVSR_EMAIL_ADDR ADVSR_NETID_PRINCIPAL ADVSR_NETID_DOMAIN

Case Number: 20080826_488
Description: Decision Support added the Student Advisor email and NetID to the table and universe listed above. The addition allows users to create lists of students with the advisor’s contact information.

1.7 Added Code/Validation Table to Oracle Roles
Areas Affected:

Case Number: 20090210_535
Description: Decision Support added code/validation tables to two Oracle roles: PRR_UIAA_DIR and RTA_UIAA_DIR. This addition allows the UI Alumni Association to find valid values for Department Codes.

1.8 Removed Data from Table
Areas Affected:
Table(s): T_STUDENT_CRS_REG_ARCHV

Case Number: 20060802_527
Description: Decision Support removed data older than the three most current terms from the table listed above. The removal freed additional storage space and thus provided better query performance on the data.
2. HR/Payroll

2.1 Added Two Pre-Defined Condition to the Position and Job Hierarchy Universe

Areas Affected: EDW-HR Position and Job Hierarchy

Case Number: 20081202_469

Description: Previously, the “Current Active Job Detail” pre-defined condition was two conditions together in the Position and Job Hierarchy Universe. Decision Support added two new pre-defined conditions, Current Job Detail and Non Terminated Job Detail.

2.2 Added New Fields to the HR Reported Time Universe

Areas Affected: EDW-HR Reported Time

Case Number: 20081210_235

Description: Decision Support added the following fields to the HR Reported Time Universe: Fiscal Year, Fiscal Period, and Calendar Period.

2.3 Added New Deduction Codes

Areas Affected: 

Case Number: 20090225_669

Description: Decision Support prepared to add new Deduction Codes proposed by Benefits.
3. Finance

3.1 Hid Objects in the Grants Streamline Universe

Areas Affected:
Universe(s): EDW-Finance Grants Streamlined

Case Number: 20081219_323

Description: Decision Support hid the objects in the Grants Streamlined Universe. The Grants Streamlined Universe will be removed in the April Release.

3.2 Expanded Percentages on Two Tables

Areas Affected:
Table(s): T_INV_VCHR_ACCTG_DETL T_PO_ACCTG_DETL
Column(s): INV_VCHR_ACCTG_DETL_APRV_PCT INV_VCHR_ACCTG_DETL_ADDL_PCT INV_VCHR_ACCTG_DETL_TAX_PCT INV_VCHR_ACCTG_DETL_DISC_PCT PO_ACCTG_DETL_ADDL_PCT PO_ACCTG_DETL_BASE_PCT PO_ACCTG_DETL_DISC_PCT PO_ACCTG_DETL_TAX_PCT

Case Number: 20090306_336

Description: A change request is pending for Banner to expand four percentage columns on the sources for the tables listed above. Decision Support adjusted the corresponding columns accordingly.

3.3 Added Two New Data Mart Universes

Change Control Number: 16188 (BI Solutions Grants Project)

Description: Decision Support added two Business Objects data mart universes: Grants Summary and Grants Lifecycle.

Grants Summary
The Grants Summary universe provides a highly-summarized view of grant fund activity. It contains Banner Grants data summarized by fund, showing one row per grant/fund combination. In addition to the new universe, Decision Support has prepared a new solution: Active Grants by College. This solution creates a listing of all active grants for a college, sorted by grant code. Additional information, including a Detailed Universe Guide, is available on the DS website: Grants Summary page and Active Grants by College solution page.

Grants Lifecycle
The Grants Lifecycle universe provides a highly-summarized view of proposal grant activity. It contains ULeRA proposal data combined with Banner Grants data. The data contains one row per proposals. In addition to the new universe, Decision Support has prepared a new solution: Proposal Listing by College by Fiscal Year. This solution creates a listing of proposals submitted by a college in a fiscal year, sorted by proposal number. Additional information, including a Detailed Universe Guide, is available on the DS website: Grants Lifecycle page and Proposal Listing by College by Fiscal Year solution page.

Access to these new universes has been enabled to all users in the FIN_USER Oracle role.